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First Name Last Name Company 
Wes Baker Power Grid Engineering 
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Leo Bernier AES 
Jeff Billo ERCOT 
Kent Bolton WECC 
Stephen Crutchfield NERC 
David DeLoach TVA 
Roberto Favela El Paso Electric 
Louis Fonte California ISO 
Jonathan Goldsworthy ITC Holdings 
Ross Guttromson Sandia National Laboratories 
Shun Hsien (Fred) Huang ERCOT 
Rich Hydzik Avista 
Faheem Ibrahim ISO New England 
Michael Lombardi NPCC 
Rajat Majumder Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy 
Bradley Marszalkowski ISO-New England 
Sean McCormick Cypress Creek Renewables 
Al McMeekin NERC 
Christopher Milan First Solar 
Jeremiah Miller DOE 
Manish Patel Southern Company 
Mark Robinson AES 
Fabio Rodriguez Duke Energy Florida 
Michael Ropp Northern Plains Power Technologies 
Allen Schriver NextEra Energy 
William D (Bill) Shultz Southern Company Generation 
Sachin Soni First Solar 
Adam Sparacino MEPPI 
Songzhe Zhu CAISO 
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Administrative 
Attendees were welcomed to the venue, apprised of NERC Antitrust Compliance Guidelines and the public 
nature of the meeting, and apprised of safety protocols for the building. 
 
Al Schriver and Jeff Billo gave a welcome to the group and PC/OC update. The draft agenda was reviewed.  
 
NERC IRPTF Scope Document Review 
The group discussed the update on the IRPTF scope document, and plans for Al and Jeff to continue moving 
the document forward to NERC PC and OC for approval. {Action: Al and Jeff will seek approval for updated 
IRPTF scope document. Document will be posted subsequently.} 
 
Updates on Coordination Meetings and Workshops 
Jeff Billo described the ERCOT workshop on inverter-based resources held in Texas. Ryan and Rich described 
1) a meeting hosted by NERC between relay and inverter manufacturers to talk about fault current 
contribution and impacts on protective relaying, and 2) a meeting held between NERC, WECC, and Western 
Interconnection transmission entities to address the modeling challenges and coordinate activities.  
 
Dynamic Voltage Support Limitations for TMEIC 
Jeff Roesch did not attend the meeting to provide this presentation. 
 
Tripping on Phase Angle Jump and Mitigation 
Jeff Roesch did not attend the meeting to provide this presentation. 
 
Phase Jump Limits in Interconnection Requirements 
Rajat Majumder gave a presentation on the impacts of phase jump on wind turbine technology, and some 
of consequences of phase jump on internal turbine controls and limits. 
 
NERC Reliability Standards Review  
Jeff Billo walked the group through the status update of the sub-group review of the NERC standards and 
potential issues/needs for inverter-based resources. The sub-group has done an initial review and is 
expecting to have a more concrete set of analyses and recommendations for the next IRPTF in-person 
meeting. {Action: Jeff will continue with the subgroup to develop a more finalized set of 
recommendations for presentation and further IRPTF consideration.} 
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Unexpected Wind Plant Voltage Ride-Through Performance 
Fred Huang gave a presentation illustrating issues with wind plant ride-through performance in the ERCOT 
footprint. These were real world events where plants failed to ride through normal grid disturbances. The 
causes are attributed to maintenance issues and failure of “smart crowbar” controls, as well as other 
contributing factors.  
 
PRC-019-2 Implementation Guidance  
The SPCS is addressing comments received on the Implementation Guidance and approval of the document 
is expected in August. The SPCS plans to take the document to the NERC PC in September, and subsequently 
submit to the NERC compliance group thereafter. 
 
PRC-019-2 SAR Status 
The SPCS finalized the SAR and is preparing to take it to the NERC PC in June for their approval. 
 
PRC-024-2 SAR 
The revised PRC-024-3 is currently out for initial ballot and industry comment. IRPTF will receive another 
update at the next in-person meeting. The group discussed each aspect of the revisions as compared with 
the SAR, and feels comfortable that all aspects are addressed. 
 
Reliability Guideline: Interconnection Requirements Improvements for IBR 
The IRPTF finalized and approved the draft Reliability Guideline on recommended improvements to 
interconnection requirements related to inverter-based resources. The document will go to the PC and OC 
for authorization to post for 45-day industry comment period. {Action: Al and Jeff will take the draft 
guideline to NERC PC and OC for authorization to post.} 
 
Technical Discussion on Grid Forming Technology 
IRPTF discussed technical aspects of grid forming technology, and the group decided that IRPTF should 
develop a short white paper on what the BPS needs are for a “very high penetration inverter-based resource 
instantaneous penetration level”. This may include grid forming technology, but the focus should be on 
building off of the existing essential reliability services (ERSs) and clarifying and elaborating on additional 
grid needs for reliability and resilience of the BPS under these conditions. A sub-group core team was 
identified: Ryan Q., Deepak R., Andrew I., Fred H. Michael R., Jeremiah M. (advisor), Jeff B., Manish P., Wes 
B., John G. {Action: Ryan will set up calls with the sub-group to continue discussions on this subject.} 
 
Update on Modeling Improvements 
Songzhe Zhu presented activities at CAISO to address modeling issues identified in the NERC Alert II. CAISO 
provided an update on timeline and status of data collection and revisions, which is in the early stages. 
Songzhe will give a subsequent update at the next in-person meeting. Jeff Billo and Fred Huang gave an 
update on ERCOT activities related to the same subject. {Action: Transmission entities are requested to 
track modeling improvements, and will be asked to report out at the next in-person meeting.} 
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WECC Solar Modeling Advisory Group (SMAG) 
Kent Bolton gave an update on the recently formed WECC SMAG, which is addressing the modeling issues 
identified in the NERC Alert II in a coordinated manner. Kent described a “master data file” that will be used 
to track these updates over time. Kent also described the process of working with the planning coordinators 
to determine applicable solar photovoltaic facilities, and check that parameter values are accurate between 
NERC Alert data (or other gathered data if non-BES resource) and the dynamics data files submitted to the 
transmission planner. {Action: Kent will provide a status update of WECC SMAG activities at the next IRPTF 
in-person meeting.} 
 
Simulations and Studies Report Update 
David Piper and Songzhe Zhu gave a presentation on the latest findings and studies performed in the 
Western Interconnection in a coordinated fashion through NERC IRPTF. Issues identified include the 
potential interaction of inverter controls (particularly momentary cessation) with other remedial action 
schemes. These potential issues can be best remedied by eliminating momentary cessation to the extent 
possible for existing resources, and eliminating its use for newly interconnecting resources. Other solution 
options were deemed much less effective. Songzhe presented a framework for planners to understand the 
types of things that should be considered in system reliability studies, and will incorporate that into the 
IRPTF studies report. The IRPTF had a discussion of addressing potential systemic modeling issues in the 
interconnection agreements and also in the pro forma interconnection agreements. {Action: Songzhe and 
the studies/modeling sub-group will continue developing the IRPTF modeling report, and present a draft 
at the next in-person meeting. Ryan and Rich will work with Eddy Lim to identify an effective means of 
documenting issues and potential solutions/recommendations related to the interconnection process.} 
 
Discussion on Capturing Inverter Events 
This topic was tabled to the next in-person meeting due to time restrictions. 
 
Whitepaper on Fast Frequency Response Terminology and Use Cases 
Ryan presented the topic of fast frequency response and the need for IRPTF to develop 
educational/guidance materials on this topic. Ryan took the action to develop a skeleton paper, working 
particularly with ERCOT staff. {Action: Ryan, Julia Matevosjana, Fred H., and Jeff B. will work to develop a 
skeleton draft document and present to IRPTF at the next in-person meeting.} 
 
Review Work Plan 
Ryan Quint reviewed the latest work plan with IRPTF. {Action: Updated work plan will be provided to PC 
following this meeting.} 
 
IEEE P2800 Update 
Jens Boemer provided a brief introduction to the IEEE P2800 meeting that immediately followed the IRPTF 
meeting.  
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Next Meetings/Conference Calls 
Future meetings are shown below. 

 
Date Time Location 
September 24-25, 2019 
 
(September 25-26, 2019) 

Tuesday full day 
Wednesday half day 

Salt Lake City, UT (WECC) 
 
(IEEE P2800) 

December 3-4, 2019 
 
(December 4-5, 2019) 

Tuesday full day 
Wednesday half day 
 

Phoenix, AZ (First Solar) 
 
(IEEE P2800) 

February __-__, 2019 
 
(February __-__, 2019) 

Tuesday full day 
Wednesday half day 
 

___, __ (_______) 
 
(IEEE P2800) 

• Red denotes unconfirmed meetings dates and locations. 

 


